Writing is
An expression of thoughts and feelings
A legacy of my genuine silver to leave my loved ones
It is a means of communicating ideas, facts and history

Writing is
An extension
Of the creative mind

Writing is
Telling a personal story of myself
About my family and my friends
About my experiences, my childhood
My teen years, my adulthood, my own children

Writing is
Hard work
Revealing
Cathartic
Satisfying

Writing is
The thoughts and ideas I would like to express
Written

Writing is
Freedom to express myself
A Blessing
Because I can write
And I can think

Writing is
A means of communicating
Thoughts and feelings
To be re-lived

Writing is
Powerful
I am moved to tears
When I write about my Feelings

Writing is
The most creative way
I can think of to express
My feelings my emotions
My deepest thoughts

Writing is
Like being an artist
I’ve got to start
I’ve got to practice
Practice makes perfect

Writing is my way to share
Personal thoughts, feelings and
Life experiences with others

Writing is
Putting myself on paper
Especially my feeling and ideas

Writing is
My thoughts
And my thoughts
Are my feelings